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Number of 
- Number of Cells 
- Number Populations 
- Combinations of staining
- 1 – 40 colors
- Strength of staining

(expression level)
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Standard Flow Cytometry
No images

But a lot of data within seconds
23.000 events (cells)/ second
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”size” and granularity plot
• Different populations of cells
• Cell number

Record in quantity
Get qualitative, numerical data 

Staining plot
• Different populations of cells
• Cell number
• Stain intensity 

Record up to +20k events / second

Distinguish ´populations´
in respect to different parameters

Applications of Flow Cytometry

Physical properties of cells like granularity and “size”

Fluorescent intensities

- Phenotyping (cell surface marker, intra cellular)
- xFP positives
- DNA / Cell Cycle
- Cell viability
- Cell proliferation
- Oxidative status
- ..

No image but ALOT of data 
Tens of thousands of events (cells) per second
SENSITIVE (50 molecules per cell)

4
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Principle of Flow Cytometry
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ReCap: Fluorescence

BP 505-550, light bw 505 550 passes

Bandpass (BP) filter

Incoming
(emission) 
light

Laser 488

Laser 640

Excitation curve

Emission curve

BP 510/20 
=510 nm +/10 nm

BP 660/20

Green is orange
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Laminar Flow and fluorescent cells
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Laser

PBS PBS

PBS

Exitation/
Emission

450/45

525/45

610/20

660/20

610/20

585/42

690/50

780/60

Cells, Lasers & optical pathway

Cells, Lasers, optical Pathway
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Flow Cytometry gif

NOTE :
The detection in a Flow Cytometer does
NOT generate images
Only the detection of 
wavelength ranges & Intensities

There is no detecion of
WHERE the fluorescence comes from
within the cell

...cell membrane versus internalization...

...polarized versus even distribution...

NO Images

Forward & Side Scatter 
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- By design 488 nm Laser is used  for 
Forward Scatter & Sideward Scatter 

- FSC in Laser´s direction with blocking bar 
to avoid detection of laser on detector

- SSC detected at a 90ₒ angle
- Sideward ´pathway´ also used for 

detection of fluorescence

Side Scatter

LASER

detector Physical properties of cells define 
SSC & FSC values
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FSC /RI/Size

FSC might be an indicator of size
BUT Not a real measure

size           RI             FSC

Size                                     Refractive
Index
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The Forward Scatter (FSC)
is influenced by the size of 
The object AND 
the refractive Index

Knowledge: (slide Recap: Fluorescence)
• Different Fluorophores get excited by different Lasers
• One Laser may excite various fluorophores
• Fluorophores may get detected by not only the main-channel (bleed through, compensation)

Flow Cytometry
• Fluorecently stained cell passes through different lasers
• Cells are ”embedded” in a stream of PBS (Slide  Principle of Flow Cytometry I)
• A lens, associated to a specific laser captures the emission of the cells fluorophores excited by  the laser
• The different emission light passes through optical cable to  a number of detectors
• The detector itself is not distinguishing different wavelength, so it has an optical bandpass filter in front of it
• Only a specific  range of wavelenght (color) will pass and gets detected
• Detection of wavelenght and intensity
• Detection of events (cell sumber)

NOTE:
A Flow Cytometer detects
No image, only the wavelength 
and intensity of the fluorophore

The principle of a FlowCytometer (summary)
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Overview

LASER

Detector
”red”

Detector 
”green”

Incoming Light signal
to Electronic signal 
to digital signal

Detector
”blue”

Fluorescence red

Flu
o

rescen
ce green

Flow -Cyto –Metry  Fluid-Cell-Measurement 
measuring cell properties of cells in suspension

Waste

SORTING

13

Most 
Flow Cytometer 
have spatially
separated Lasers

As seen here

Signal: the Intensity
(of fluorophore) NO IMAGE

Hydrodynamic focusing

Overview

waste

Fluorescence red

Flu
o

rescen
ce green

Detector
red

Detector 
green

Incoming Light signal
to Electronic signal 
to digital signal

LASER

Detector
blue

14

Optical Configuration
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Plots and analysis 
in Flow Cytometry
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Overview Flow Cytometry Bivariate plot
- each dot is one event
(hopefully a cell)

- where certain parameters
were measured (depending
on activated detectors)

- placed in a bivariate plot
(parameter 1 vs 2) in a log 
or linear scale

- gates can be drawn and 
populations identified, 
created and colorized

- number of events and their
intensities (with certain
parameters and other statistic
values are available

-green events refer to a gate 
found in another plot

16
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Data analysis Plot types

Histogram plot displays a single 
parameter against counts
The higher the parameter the
more to the right

Bivariate plot displays 2 parameter 
(here FCS and SSC) against each
other. 
The higher the parameter  value
the higher on X, Y or/and XY

17

FSC-A FSC-A

Compare content
of information 

available

Data analysis Plot types

Density plot like dot plot.
Same event counts
Indicated by same color

Density plot like dot plot.
Same/similar event counts
joined by line 
(like topographic maps)

18
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Data analysis Gate types

Polygonal Gate                 Quadrant gate                  Interval gate

boundary around
a population in
in Dot, Density or
Contour plot

Division into four
separate populations
in Dot, Density or
Contour plot

Boundary around 
range of events in
Histogram plot

Also available are  Auto Gates And Snap-to-Gates, which are 
automatically drawin around cluster/range of events 19

Data analysis plot scaling

Log scale                                                    biexponential scale

Traditionally used, but some data
might end up on the scale and
below the axis

Enhances resolution, 
useful for poorly resolved and/or
complex population/data

20

This data was hidden
in the log view

+

+

+
Schematically indication 
of median (centre) 
of population
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Detector values and its effects

21

22

• Strenght of signal amplificiation by detector 
can be changed manually

FITC: 100 vs PE: 100 FITC: 46 vs  PE: 100FITC: 200 vs PE: 100 FITC: 420 vs PE: 505

 Plots show beads with neg/med/high intensities 
in FITC and PE.  Detector gains are imprinted
F100 = FITC detector gain 100

• Populations will move in relation to each other 
when detector values are changed

• Representation of negative sample for positive 
or positive for negative is possible by raising 
/reducing detector value (gain or voltage)

Detector values and its effects

Similarity to photography: longer exposure times lead to brighter image
NOTE: in  Flow this ”exposure time ” to the Laser is always the same 
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 Negative and Positive samples often needed to identify 
truly negative/positive populations

 Place negative population  between 0 to 103 or104

depending on instruments

 Read in data in consistent way 
(same settings / gates)

 Prepare sample as consistent as possible

Detector values and its effects

GFP GFP GFP

Same sample as left but recorded at 
higher detector value for GFP

Negative  sample recorded at 
certain detector value for GFP

Positive sample (containing here a 
clear neg/pos population), recorded
at same detector values as left plot

Data Analysis examples

24
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FLOW-showcase

Singlet gating not shown

Data available:  number of events, %, intensities: Min/Max, Mean/Med
Coefficient of Variation, Standarddeviation

26
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Back gating I

Which populationshould be gated?

 By the way: 
One does not need to start at a
FSC/SSC plot either  with the final 
gating strategy

 Show ”all events” in staining 
plots which are important 
and  gate the  target 
population there

 Visualize target population in  
FSC/SSC plot to explore where 
your  ”start” population lies

28

Back gating II

 Draw one gate into the FSC/SSC
 Show  that population in the staining plots
 Move the gate around in the FSC/SSC plot 

and explore how the signal appear in the 
staining plots

 Alternatively draw more gates in the 
FSC/SSC plot To visualize their respective 
staining in the staining plots

Which populationshould be gated?
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Information in the FSC/SSC plot
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Cells which undergo apoptosis 
will have to different content
- condensed chromatin
- cell membrane blebbing
- smaller cell size

In FSC/SSC plot Apotptotic cells often seen 
as a ”feathering” to the left or even a 2nd 
population

But be aware, apoptotic cells might be still
In the ”normal” population depending on their 
combination of apoptotic feature

STAINing kits for apoptosis/living cells available.

”feathering”
To 2nd population

14! Both plots show blood cells which appear differently in the plot due to instrument setting!

Stain Live Dead

30

Stain cells for
compromised membrane using 

a dye

- which cannot pass intact cell membrane

- binds DNA (dye stays inside the Cell)

- Annexin V stain for early apoptosis

- Various staining kits available for 
different stages of cell death OR healthy cells (!)

DNA Staining 
membrane impermeable
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Cell Cycle analysis
- Staining cells DNA
- 1n Go
- 2n G2/M

Go/1

S

G2/M

FSC-A

SSC-A
PI-A

PI-W
- Analysis from simpl gates to

analysis by algorithms

Multivariate Analysis of Flow Cytometry Data (17 stains and more….)

Control

Therapy 1

Therapy 2

Therapy 1+2

Control

Therapy 1

Therapy 2

Therapy 1+2

Control

Therapy 1

Therapy 2

Therapy 1+2

A.Vaccaro & M. Ramachandran

=

32
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Signal to Pulse to dots on a plot
Or 

How to get singlets and not doublets

33

Signal to pulse to dot

FSC-H / SSC-H - Height
FSC-A / SSC-A - Area
FSC-W / SSC-W - Width

Height 

Width

Area

Laser

34
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FCS -H

FCS - A

FCS -W

FCS -H FCS - A

FCS -W

Singlet gating 

Laser

Simplified view of appearance of singlet vs doublet populations (green/blue circles) in plots
Comparing different parameter of the actual ´signal pulse´

35

Height 
Width
Area

Whether you analyze 
a single cell double stained
or a doublet of cells  single stained
appearing as a double stained cell
....

35

Don’t´ mess up the flow

Laser delay    
is calculated (CST)
to assign signal to
correct cell 

same cell
@ different Lasers 

@different time points

Pulse formation...
Laser delay...

! Sheath and sample core
must run at same speed.
Instrument is calibrated for
a certain laser delay...

Do not have sample 
in higher viscosity than
Sheath fluid (PBS) !

36
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Compensation,  or
Green is orange

37

Bleeding Through : Compensation

Staining: FITC & PE, 488 excitation, two detectors: 528/45 & 585/42

488 excitation/emission
in double stained sample
PE adds to FITC
FITC adds to PE
Highten the actual signal 

488 excitation/emission
in FITC stained sample:
Record: FITC
Record: PE 

488 excitation/emission
in FITC stained sample:
Record: FITC
Record: PE

Compensation will substract these ”adds” 38
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- Double negative has certain mean
value of Intensity against FITC and PE

- Mean value of FITC against PE
should be same like for Double negative

Bleeding through of FITC into
PE / PerCP channels

compensated

Compensation is needed

uncompensated 39

No PE
No FITCS

No PE
+ FITCS

No PE
+ FITCS

No PE
No FITCS

Bleeding Through : Compensation

Case:
Compensation

40
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CD3: `AmCyan´
CD56: ´PE´
CD14: ´PI´
CD16: ´APC´
CD45:´APC-Cy7´

41
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Slide 1/3

Massive compensation issue
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compensated

Having data uncompensated 
results in loss of data 

42

Bleeding Through : Compensation (case)
Slide 2/3

The compensation issue is not obvious 
as both fluorophores invollved 
are not plotted agains each other. In the 
experiment.
PE  bleeding into the PI channel
Causing a false ”medium” population
In the  plot  APC-Cy7 vs PI.
Below are plots PE vs PI
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compensated

Having data uncompensated results here in
loss of data (using correct gatings)
Stretching the red gate  and blue gates results in recovery
BUT with risk to include false positive 
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Bleeding Through : Compensation (case)
Slide 3/3
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Staining the sample 

44
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Staining the sample

3. Make use of the lasers and detector configuration

2. Estimate amount of antigen you want detect on sample 

Protein expressed in high numbers  gets a weak fluorphore
Protein expressed in low numbers   gets a strong fluorophore

1. How to detect your target cells & distinguish them from other cells 

Suitable proteinmarker on your cells of interest (and non-interest)
Evaluate/test/ the Antibody you want to use
Suitable strategy to find sub-population 

Laser 1 marker 1, Laser 2 marker 2 etc
Tandem dyes 

4. Have controls

Negative,Live/dead, compensation 
(and FMOs ) 45

celltype B

Tandem dyes

46
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Tandem dyes (and FMOs)

Förster Resonance
Transfer (FRET)

Donor´s emission energy (!) gets used
for excitation of acceptor who emits
subsequentially

Light & Temperature 
Donor looses Acceptor: 

Whats the outcome?

47

FMO – Fluorescence Minus One

48

PE-Cy5 and PECy7
Causing this raise
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Cases:
How to distinguish 
low GFP expression 

from Autofluorescence

49

High expression of any protein might result in stress responses
High expression of GFP might results in formation of aggregates.

Low expression might mimick the status quo of a cell

Gating GFP vs Autofluorescence (case)
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GFP-A
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Data from green 
Sort Gate

Data from plot
SSC-A / FITC-A

Using the PerCPCy5.5 against GFP channel
separates the Background from true weak GFP

NOTE: 
Background fluorescence is detected over
a large range of emission and excitation. 
Light of lower wavelength excite stronger
UV >>>> 405 >>> 488 >> 561 > 633
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Gating GFP vs Autofluorescence (case)

51

A control (GFP+ unstained)
B Exp 1
C Exp 2

A

B

C

”Sort gate”
GFP/SSC

....AF is detected over 
many channels

. Plot GFP against e.g. PerCPCy5.5

. AF cells appear as ”double pos”
(the diagonal          )

”Data from sort gate” 
reveals AF cells were sorted 
in Exp 2 (3.)

”Data from singlet” visualized the 
overall situation

PercPCy5.5 /GFP to estimate AF

Data from
Sort gate

Data from
Singlet gate

Typical  gating strategy
Population, singlet, get the GFPs

Dumb channel

52

What is a dump channel?
An exclusion channel to group and exclude  cells 
that is are NOT of interest, but have markers of interest.

Example: of Interest Cell type 1 and Marker A
Cell type 1  expresses antigen A
Cell type 2 expresses antigens A and B
Cell type 3 expresses antigens A and C

Dump channel contains staining for  B and C,
Usually labeled with same fluorochrome, 
to be excluded for the actual  analysis of A

Viability dyes can be included in a dump channel
to label dead and dying cells for exclusion. 

Viability dye can use the same 
fluorochrome as the other dump channel.
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Dump channel

Target 
cell celltype B

Cell
type 
Ccelltype A

ID Marker of target cell  shares that marker
with non-wanted cells ?
 Stain for other markers on ´non wanted cells´
not present on target cells using same fluorophore
to get rid of those unwanted cells by gating for 
the          and working further with
the single positive  on other markers 

Example, rare cell population  / dump channel

54

Shown in front are
target population 
(Yellow and Green)
to get rid of cells positive for
CD14 & CD4,8,19

Dump channel not applied

Dump channel was used

Dump channel(s)

Not having dump channel:
False positive in final gate
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Sorting

55

Sorting

1) Stream vibrates, resulting in defined droplets, 
2) cell which belongs to population to be sorted reaches break-off point
3) whole stream gets charged
4) Cell is beyond break-off point in its charged drop and stream gets decharged rapidly, 

ready for another drop to be sorted
5) cell in its charged drop ready for sort via deflecting plates (see next slide)

Prerequisite to sort are: 
Flow cytometry data & gates
Performance check and drop delay

1)                       2)                       3)                        4)                       5)

*

*

56

* *
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Sorting

- Droplets pass through charged metal plates
- Droplets uncharged drop down directly to waste
- Droplets with charge  will be deflected into sorting tube
- 2, 4, 6 sort tubes possible simultaneously Interrogation 

point

57

END

58

Following slides contain extra information


